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Part of the effort to develop hepatitis C–specific drugs and vaccines is the study of genetic variability of all publicly
available HCV sequences. Three HCV databases are currently available to aid this effort and to provide additional
insight into the basic biology, immunology, and evolution of the virus. The Japanese HCV database (http://
s2as02.genes.nig.ac.jp) gives access to a genomic mapping of sequences as well as their phylogenetic relationships.
The European HCV database (http://euhcvdb.ibcp.fr) offers access to a computer-annotated set of sequences and
molecular models of HCV proteins and focuses on protein sequence, structure and function analysis. The HCV
database at the Los Alamos National Laboratory in the United States (http://hcv.lanl.gov) provides access to a manually
annotated sequence database and a database of immunological epitopes which contains concise descriptions of
experimental results. In this paper, we briefly describe each of these databases and their associated websites and tools,
and give some examples of their use in furthering HCV research. (HEPATOLOGY 2006;43:1157-1165.)

The hepatitis C virus (HCV) has infected approxi-
mately 170 million people worldwide. HCV infec-
tion is cleared in about 25% of cases,1,2 and in the

rest results in chronic infection. Chronic HCV infection can
lead to cirrhosis and liver cancer, and is the leading cause of
liver transplantation in the United States. A recent Canadian
study3 estimated that lifetime HCV-associated mortality is
around 1 in 8; a much larger number (an estimated 1 in 4)
will develop cirrhosis of the liver. Most likely this number
will be higher in less developed countries. With 170 million
people infected worldwide, this means 20 million HCV-
related deaths in the next few decades.

HCV is a positive-sense RNA virus with a genome of
�10 kb, which encodes a single polyprotein of �3000

amino acids (aa) that is cleaved into three structural pro-
teins (core, Envelope E1 and E2), the p7 protein whose
function has not been determined, and six non-structural
proteins (NS2, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, NS5A and NS5B). It
has been classified as a hepacivirus, in of the Flaviviridae
family, which also includes flaviviruses (West Nile, Japa-
nese encephalitis and yellow fever viruses) and pestiviruses
(bovin viral diarrhea and hog cholera virus). HCV shares
some structural features with these viruses. However, the
genetic distance between HCV and other flaviviruses is
large enough that HCV cannot be meaningfully aligned
to its flavivirus “relatives” over its entire genome4 (also see
http://hcv.lanl.gov/content/hcv-db/GET_ALIGNMENTS/
flavi-align.html), and it also shares structural features with
the pestivirus family.

HCV is subdivided into six genotypes and about 80
subtypes on the basis of nucleotide sequence identity.5

In addition to genotypes, HCV exists within its hosts as
a pool of genetically distinct but closely related variants
referred to as quasispecies.6 While there is limited
knowledge about the immunogenicity of HCV, it is
widely expected that both the generation of escape and
resistance mutations and the high variability itself will
create formidable problems for drug and vaccine de-
sign.7

This paper discusses three HCV databases available
worldwide, in order of seniority: the Japanese HCV map
and phylogeny database, the European HCV sequence
and molecular models database and the Los Alamos HCV
sequence and immunology databases. We will first de-
scribe the three databases, highlighting common features
and differences. Next, the tools available to extract and
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analyze the database content are introduced. The third
part will give examples of how to use the databases. Fi-
nally, analyses made possible by the databases and their
associated tools are described.

A. Database Content
All sequence databases are regularly updated using

publicly available sequences obtained from DDBJ/
EMBL/Genbank. Efforts have been made to standardize
nomenclature and numbering (i.e.,region names, geno-
type). The data available are summarized in Table 1. The
main differences are the annotation and the types of anal-
yses provided, which reflect different emphasis.

I. The Japanese Genomic Map and Phylogeny
Database

The Hepatitis Virus Database (HVDB) in Japan
started as “HCV Database” in 1997. Recently,data were
added of two other hepatitis related viruses, hepatitis B
virus (HBV) and hepatitis E virus (HEV). It is routinely
reconstructed from the newest release of DDBJ (DNA
Data Bank of Japan), and updated four times a year. Cur-
rently, it contains approximately 30,000 HCV, 5,000
HBV, and 1,000 HEV entries.

In HVDB, all the HCV entries available in DDBJ are
gathered and arranged by two aspects, genomic location
and phylogenetic relationship. All the entries are aligned
against the reference genome sequence, AF009606
(HCV-H77), which has been defined as a reference for
consistent numbering of HCV sequences (manuscript in
preparation), to compile information of genomic loca-
tion. It is called “map information”. The information of
phylogenetic relationship is prepared for each nucleic and
amino acids sequence for each locus, C, E1, E2, p7, NS2,
NS3, NS4a, NS4b, NS5a, and NS5b. A data set of the
information is called a “division”, which contains all nu-

cleic or amino acid sequences that belong to a specific
locus, their annotations obtained from the DDBJ release,
a multiple alignment of the sequences, a genetic distance
matrix, and a phylogenetic tree. In addition, a full se-
quence division is prepared, which contains all the full-
length HCV genome entries. The procedure to make a
new release of HVDB is automated.

The Japanese HVDB is mainly oriented toward phy-
logenetic analyses of viruses, and provides some analytical
services as well as data viewers.

II. The European Sequence and Structural Model
Database

The development of the European hepatitis C virus
database (euHCVdb) started in 1999 as the French HCV
database.8

Great efforts have been made to develop a fully auto-
matic annotation procedure thanks to a reference set of
HCV complete annotated well-characterized genomes
representing 18 subtypes. This automatic procedure en-
sures standardisation of nomenclature for all entries and
provides annotation as genomic regions/proteins present
in the entry, EMBL references and links to PubMed, ge-
notypes/subtypes, interesting sites (e.g., HVR1) or do-
mains (e.g., NS3 helicase), and the source of the sequence
(e.g., isolate, country). Patent and synthetic construct se-
quences are excluded from the database. The annotation
produces an entry in an extended EMBL format. Three
genotype qualifiers in the source feature have been added
to handle the genotype and subtype classification levels
(deposited in EMBL, provisional or confirmed as defined
in Simmonds et al5). A qualifier prod_ft has been added to
mat_peptide feature to handle protein annotations. The
syntax of these prod_ft qualifier follows the UniProt fea-
ture field (FT lines). The entries contain several types of
prod_ft qualifier (e.g., site, domain, transmem). Structural

Table 1. Summary of Data Available in the Databases

Japanese HCV Database European HCV Database LANL HCV Database

Source of sequences DDBJ/Genbank/EMBL EMBL/DDBJ/Genbank/ Genbank/EMBL/DDBJ
Entry annotation Sequence mapping aginst

reference and DDBJ entry
Monthly updated. Automatic using a set of

reference complete genomes and
parsing of EMBL entries

Parsed from Genbank entry; manual based
on associated publication or
communication with authors

Genotype Deposited in EMBL, provisional, confirmed
or computed

Parsed from Genbank entry, or manual
based on phylogenetic analysis by the
annotators

Clinical data Patient data as reported by the authors
Immunology data HLA type; references and links to

immunology database
Protein 3D-models NS3 protease/NS4A, NS3 helicase and

NS5B models
Bibliographic references DDBJ references and

Pubmed link
EMBL references and Pubmed link Genbank sequences and Pubmed

references
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annotation of sequences is provided as a prod_ft of type
model3d with links to protein 3D models computed with
the Geno3D tool.9 Moreover, for each of the 10 HCV
proteins, pre-computed alignments of full-length se-
quences available in the database are provided.

The euHCVdb is mainly oriented toward protein se-
quence, structure and function analyses with the objective
to understand resistance at the molecular level.

III. The Los Alamos Sequence and Immunology
Databases

The Los Alamos sequence database, which is based on
the model of the HIV database, has been available since
the Fall of 2003.10,11 It is updated weekly from GenBank
entries. Background information such as genotype, sam-
pling country, and sampling year is harvested and placed
in searchable fields. The database staff adds additional
annotation based on the literature, in-house phylogenetic
analysis, and personal communication with the authors.
Annotated fields in the database include:
Sequence information: Genotype, sampling country,
-city, -date and –tissue
Host information: Health status, age, gender, ALT level,
treatment information, co-infection with HIV and hepa-
titis B, infection date, country, city, route, and outcome,
HLA type, and epidemiological relations to other patients

The HCV Immunology Database is an annotated,
searchable collection of HCV immunological epitopes.
This database provides an up-to-date, comprehensive list-
ing of defined HCV epitopes that is updated continu-
ously. It includes tables, maps, and associated references
of HCV-specific epitopes. To make the epitope database
as comprehensive as possible, the optimal boundaries of
the epitope do not have to be defined, it only has to be
mapped to a region of at most 30 amino acids. One
epitope can have multiple database entries, and each entry

represents a single publication. The database can be
searched on many fields, including epitope location, se-
quence, genotype, patient HLA, and annotated notes.
Figure 1 shows an example of a CTL epitope map.

The Los Alamos databases are mainly oriented toward
DNA sequence analysis, molecular epidemiology and im-
munology.

B. Description of the Associated Tools
Each database website provides numerous analytical

tools. While some basic algorithms are shared, the ways in
which they are used differ significantly, reflecting the fo-
cus of the database. The analytical tools available on the
database websites are summarized in Table 2. Examples of
available tools, selected by each database on the basis of
perceived importance and uniqueness, are discussed in
more detail below.

I. The Japanese Database
The HVDB is mainly oriented toward phylogenetic

analyses of viruses, and provides some analytical services
as well as data viewers:
– Map viewer: This viewer displays a map information

of HCV data. In this graphic, filled boxes showing the
loci are on the top, the ruler of the base position on the
genome follows, and horizontal lines showing the lo-
cation of each entry are plotted under the ruler (Fig.
1). By using it, users can obtain a set of nucleic or
amino acid sequences or annotations of entries which
cover a specific locus or region on the genome.

– Tree viewer: This viewer displays a phylogenetic tree
of a division. If bootstrap re-sampling analysis had
been applied, the value of each node is also displayed.
Users can modify the graphic by changing the root
position of the tree, exchanging two branches under
the specified node, or zoom in to the specified portion

Fig. 1. Map showing the location, frequency and HLA restriction of currently known CTL epitopes in part of the HCV Core protein (Los Alamos HCV
immunology database).
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of the tree. Depictions of OTU (leaves of the tree)
names can be changed to DDBJ locus names or sub-
types, although the accession numbers are used by
default (Fig. 2). By using it, users can obtain a set of
sequences or annotations of entries that belong to a
specific branch or OTU.

– Align viewer: The viewer displays a multiple align-
ment of a division in interleaved format. The first line
of the alignment block shows a consensus, followed
by all the sequences in which only bases different from
the consensus are identified as A, C, G, T, or
“—”(gap).

A private service is also available. Before using this
service, users need to obtain their access account through
a world wide web page. The accounts are used to manage
divisions (who owns which division) in the database, and
are free of charge. As previously stated, a division is used as
a unit of data analysis in this database. Here, users can
make their own divisions for data analyses by extracting
partial data by referring to map information (Map viewer)
or phylogenetic tree (Tree viewer), by uploading their
data files, by copying an existing division, and by merging
two or more divisions. They can execute phylogenetic
analyses using various parameters for multiple alignment,
various methods to estimate genetic distances and phylo-
genetic trees. Once the analyses have finished, users can
refer the results by using the Tree or Align viewer. Several
tools are also provided in this private area:
– Virus geno/subtyping: This is a pipeline service for

geno/subtyping of a query sequence. Once a user sub-
mit a query sequence with parameters, the system au-

tomatically executes mapping the query to the
genome, extraction of reference sequences whose ge-
notypes are well identified, multiple alignment, esti-
mation of genetic distances, a phylogenetic tree
construction and sometimes bootstrap re-sampling.
The results can be referred by using Map, Tree or
Align viewers.

– Others: Similarity searches by BLAST and FASTA
are available. Both nucleotide and amino acid se-
quence set can be used as targets.

II. The European Database
The euHCVdb website is divided into a static part and

a dynamic part.
The static part allows the virologists to access descrip-

tion of genomic regions or proteins (Fig. 3A). Pre-com-
puted multiple sequence alignments of reference genomes
or full-length protein sequences can be edited with the
EditAlignment applet (Fig. 3B). If the experimental
three-dimensional structures of the molecules are known,
links to the Protein Data Bank (PDB) files are available
and allow the users to view and analyze the structure with
the Jmol applet (Fig. 3C). In this static part, the users
could also find recommended nomenclature and links to
other resources.

In the dynamic part, a query system can be used to
build sets of sequences matching given criteria entered by
the user through the query interface e.g., extract all the
full-length NS3 of genotype 1a. The query interface is
divided in 5 main sections: general information, source,
references, cross-references and features. In the general infor-

Table 2. Summary of Analysis Tools Provided by the Databases

Japanese Database European Database Los Alamos Databases

Similarity search BLAST and FASTA, including searches on
database subsets

BLAST, FASTA, SSERACH,
HMMSEARCH, including searches
on database subsets

BLAST including searches on database
subsets

Creating, manipulating
and editing multiple
sequence alignments

Align Viewer ClustalW, Multalin, Repertoire,
EditAlignment

SynchAligns, Consensus, Primalign,
Epilign, SeqPublish, Gapstrip,
Sequence Locator, OmniRead, Seq-
Convert, Translate,

Protein structure analysis
and prediction

Sumo, PHD, GOR, MLRC, SOPM,
SOPMA, HNN, DPM, DSC,
SIMPA96, PREDATOR, Consensus,
Geno3D

Motifs, sites or
signatures detection

InterProScan, PattinProt, ProScan MotifScan, N-Glycosite, ELF, Vespa

Epitope prediction,
immunology tools

PCProf ELF, Peptgen

Phylogeny, evolution Tree Viewer TreeMaker, Findmodel, Branchlength,
Syn-nonsyn, PCOORD

Annotation tools
(genotyping,
numbering, mapping)

Map viewer, Geno/sub-typing (private) Number, Gene Cutter, Sequence Locator,
Primalign, Epilign

Sequence analysis and
display

Map viewer Geography, Distplot, PCOORD, Entropy,
SeqPublish, N-Glycosite
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mation, the sequence type parameter defined the type of
sequence that will be extracted from the database (e.g.,
genome will extract sequence as deposited in EMBL, sin-
gle protein will extract sequence spanning only one pro-
tein). Overall, more than 30 parameters can be used to
build the query.

The results (Fig. 3D) are displayed in a table where
each row corresponds to an entry or a genomic region/
protein that is described with a small set of data about it
(columns). A hypertext link on the accession number
of the entries displays the Entry details form containing
all the data of the entry with hyperlinks to external
resources such as EMBL database or to the Jmol viewer
web page to analyze pre-computed 3D models when
available. At the start of each row, a checkbox can be
used to select results to be exported for further analysis
(see below).

Above the table, two toolboxes are available to change
display options and browse the results (Display box) or to
export data for further analysis (Tools box). The Tools box

allows exporting all/selected/unselected/page results as ex-
tended EMBL format entries file, FASTA formatted se-
quences files, tab-delimited file with/ without sequences.
Another possibility is to transfer sequence data to the
NPS@ web server for analysis. Identical sequences can be
removed from the exported set.

The NPS@ system is an integrated sequence analysis
Web server that provides in a simple interface 46 analyt-
ical methods and 12 databases including euHCVdb.12

Among this great number of tools, the similarity search
tools (FASTA, BLAST) can be used to find similar se-
quences in order to do sequence clustering or sequence
genotyping or to extract sequences matching a given sub-
region or spanning several regions in the genome or the
polyprotein. Other useful tools are the alignment tools
(CLUSTALW, MULTALIN). They can be used to ana-
lyse variability thanks to the display options available to
hide/show residues based on their conservation level or
using a reference sequence. A consensus sequence is also
provided.

Fig. 2. HCV dataset in the Japanese database website. The left window is the “Map viewer”, which shows genomic location of each entry (horizontal
bar) as well as the position of each locus (colored box). The right window is the “Tree viewer”. In this case, a phylogenetic tree calculated from all
the full-length HCV genome entries is displayed.
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Moreover, protein 3D models for variants not yet
available in the database can be build with the Geno3D
Web server.13 The protein models can be further analyzed
to detect ligand-binding or active sites with the SuMo
Web server.14

Some HCV-specific analytical tools are under develop-
ment. The first available one is the Number tool that al-
lows numbering of nucleotide or amino acids using a
common reference sequence (H77, AF009606).

III. The Los Alamos Databases
The information in the database can be accessed via a

versatile search interface that allows searches on some 30
different fields. It lets the user automatically exclude se-
quences that are (a) from non-human hosts, (b) from
patent applications, (c) synthetic, (d) contain a large frac-
tion of indeterminate residues or are judged to be possible
contaminants, or (e) are epidemiologically related (either
from one patient or from a cluster of linked infections).

The search results can be sorted and selected in various
ways. They include an icon that shows at a glance how
long each sequence is and where in the genome it is lo-
cated. A graphical overview showing which regions and
which genotypes are included in the entire set of retrieved
sequences can be generated at the touch of a button. This
can help to determine which region is best represented in
the sequences of interest, and therefore most suitable for
further analysis.

An important feature is the ability to retrieve all se-
quences in a specific region (for example, E1 and E2).
Retrieved sequences can be downloaded as an alignment.
The search interface also allows the user to download the
background data for the sequences as a tab-delimited file,
optionally including the (unaligned) sequences. A recent
addition allows users to include their own sequences in
the search, and to generate phylogenetic trees based on
any combination of database, reference, and user se-

Fig. 3. (A) The European hepatitis C virus database Website home page with clickable proteins pictures. (B) Multiple sequence alignment viewed
through the EditAlignment java applet. (C) NS3-NS4A HCV protease rendered through the Jmol applet (PDB code 1jxp chain A and C). (D) Query
result page for complete individual NS3 proteins.
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quences. Finally, the website contains manually opti-
mized alignments of all complete genomes and of each
gene and protein. These alignments contain only one se-
quence per patient or transmission cluster, to avoid bias-
ing the data with large sequence sets from a few sources;
coding region alignments are codon-aligned, so they can
be readily translated.

Many of the tools for this database were originally writ-
ten for use by the HIV database, and programs and tools
continue to be shared and jointly developed. Some of the
programs are:
– The Geography tool (Fig. 4) draws pie charts of the

numbers of sequences of each genotype on geograph-
ical maps. The geographical area shown can be deter-
mined by the user, down to single-country resolution.
The tool also prints tables that can be imported into a
different plotting program. This tool is useful to show
which genotypes have been found in which countries
and the density of sampling in different regions.

– Glycosite tallies, plots and compares N-links glyco-
sylation sites in a protein.15

– Entropy calculates and plots the variability of each
position in an alignment.16 The variability is calcu-
lated as an entropy score.

– Findmodel is a web implementation of Modeltest,17

a procedure that finds the evolutionary model that is
most suitable for a given dataset.

– PCOORD18 offers a principal coordinate analysis, a
data-reduction technique similar to principal compo-
nents analysis to identify and plot co-varying posi-
tions in groups of sequences.

In addition to these and other analytical programs, a
large number of tools are provided to facilitate the work of
virologists and immunologists. Many time-consuming
tasks are included, such as (for virologists) isolating all the
genes from a complete genome, finding the coordinates of
a sequence, aligning sequences to all available complete
genome sequences and highlighting the differences, join-
ing two partially overlapping sequence alignments, and
(for immunologists) finding the variability of an epitope
in the database, designing overlapping peptide sets to
probe an immune response, analyzing and predicting
peptide CTL reactivity data.

C. Use of the HCV Databases
In this section, examples of use of each database are

described.

I. The Japanese Database
Users may want to phylogenetically analyze data sets that

contain both their own (private) data and publicly available
data. In such case, the user can do it by the following steps:
First, the private data is uploaded to make a subset. Then,
another subset is made from public data by extracting se-
quences which cover a specific locus, or a region on the ge-
nome by using Map viewer or sequences which belong to a
specific subtype or a phylogenetic classification by using Tree
viewer. Both subsets are merged into one and the resulting
data set is analyzed. Once the user choose the analytical
methods and parameters, the process which contains multi-
ple alignment, genetic distance estimation, and phylogenetic

Fig. 4. Numbers of HCV sequences sampled in all geographic areas of the world, colored by genotype (Los Alamos sequence database).
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tree construction is executed automatically. The results can
be viewed using Tree viewer and Align viewer.

II. The European Database
Starting from the query web page, the user can extract sub-

type 1b NS3 protease domain of 180 amino-acids (sequence
type�protein feature; feature protein key�domain
value�protease length min�180; genotype/subtype�provisional
value�1b). The result set is then transferred to NPS@ to
build a multiple sequence alignment after removing iden-
tical sequences to reduce redundancy. The resulting color
coded alignment highlights identical residues in all se-
quences in red. A second alignment with only 1a se-
quences can be constructed in the same way. Using these
two alignments, subtype specific conserved position could
be identified. As the structure of NS3 protease domain has
been solved and using the static NS3 page of the website,
the subtype specific position can be visualized on the
structure.

Such analysis can be extended to other sub-genomic
regions or protein sites, genotypes/subtypes or to other
objectives (e.g., PCR primer design, epitope analysis, re-
sistance analysis).

III. The Los Alamos Databases
Some examples of manipulations and analyses that can

be done using the Los Alamos databases are:
(a) Sequence analysis:

– Download aligned sequences, ready for analysis:
the search interface can generate alignments of
any set of database sequences, reference se-
quences, and user sequences

– Annotate sequences: the Gene Cutter program
uses an internal alignment model to find all HCV
genes present in a sequence, and their protein
translation, to facilitate the annotation process.

– Check sequences for contamination: the HCV
BLAST interface, the Treemaker interface to rap-
idly generate simple phylogenetic trees, and Seq-
Publish to print the alignments in easily legible
format, the website offers the most important tools
to check your sequences for contamination.

(b) Immunology:
– Design peptides for peptide scanning: given an

amino acid sequence, PeptGen can generate pep-
tides of user-specified length. Peptides are can be
colored by hydrophobicity, and N- and C-termi-
nal forbidden amino acids can be specified

– Generate an ’immunological overview’ of a pro-
tein, restricted to certain HLA types; show poten-
tial epitopes that differ from known ones by a few
amino acids. Align epitopes to others from the se-

quence database, and generate maps showing the
concentration of epitopes in each protein

D. Examples of Research Performed Using
the Databases

The raison d’être for the databases described here is the
contribution they can make to the HCV research field.
We cite a few examples here to illustrate some research
that was based on the data they provide.

I. The Japanese Database
The database is mainly used as a resource of phylogenetic

analysis results of HCV nucleic and amino acid sequences
which are done by using all the publicly available data. For
example, multiple alignments of nucleic acid sequences of
core and NS5 loci, their genetic distance matrices, and phy-
logenetic trees prepared in the database help to design PCR
primer sets which are to be used a new combination test for
HCV genotype and viral load determination.19 A multiple
alignment of C protein sequences prepared in the database
and amino acids substitution patterns derived from it was
used get a preliminary aspect in studying differences in HCV
C protein processing among genotypes 1 and 2.20 The data-
base is also used as a repository which contains a complete set
of HCV sequences publicly available. Phylogenetic analysis
of core and NS5b to explain a pattern of endemic infection21

and an analysis of population genetic history of HCV 1b22

have been done by use of sequences retrieved from HVDB.

II. The European Database
A typical research example using euHCVdb is the

study of HVR1.23 460 HVR1 sequences were used from 6
patients and 1382 non-redundant HVR1 sequences of
the database. Using multiple sequence alignment of these
sequences and the repertoire tool, it was found that (i)
despite strong amino acid variability, the physicochemical
properties and conformation of HVR1 were highly con-
served, and (ii) HVR1 is a globally basic stretch, with the
basic residues located at specific positions. This conserva-
tion of positively charged residues indicates that HVR1 is
involved in interactions with negatively charged mole-
cules at the host cell surface and likely plays a role in host
cell recognition and attachment. Other studies of various
regions of the HCV genome have been done either in
collaboration with euHCVdb (e.g., Carrère-Kremer et
al.24) or independently by others.25

III. The Los Alamos Databases Using only database
resources, a recent paper discussed the distribution of gly-
cosylation sites in HCV and HIV.15 Authors from UCSD
introduced a simplified model to describe substitution
rate distributions, using data from the Los Alamos se-
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quence database as an illustration.26 Two studies by the
group of Peter Simmonds in Edinburgh relied partly on
the Los Alamos database: one analyzing RNA secondary
structures in the HCV Core and NS5B genes,27 the other
reviewing current knowledge about HCV evolution.28

Other examples are papers studying a potential role of
CD81 as a cellular HCV receptor,29 the influence of in-
terferon on HCV evolution,30 and the variability of geno-
type 4 sequences from South-Western France.31

Conclusion
Hepatitis C is a major cause of liver transplantation world-

wide.ThehepatitisCvirus is the infectiousagent responsible for
this disease and shows a high genomic variability. In this paper,
three databases are described that were designed to handle and
analyze this variability. These databases are very different in the
added-value data (phylogeny, 3D models, epidemiological and
immunological data) they provide in addition to the sequence,
theways theyarebuilt andtheyprovideaccess to thedata.These
differences reflect their focus: phylogeny for the Japanese data-
base,protein structure for theEuropeandatabase andmolecular
epidemiology and immunology for the Los Alamos database.
Efforts have been made to standardize nomenclature between
databases. There is an amount of overlap between the three
databases, but the differences in emphasis ensure that they are
complementary. It is expected that the databases will each spe-
cialize more in their chosen area, and so will become more in-
dispensable.

Acknowledgment: The Los Alamos HCV database
project is deeply indebted to the Los Alamos HIV database
group, led by Dr. Bette Korber, for much of its tools, infra-
structure and philosophy; the two databases continue to col-
laborate closely and to share software and resources.
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